Abstract Event attribution aims to estimate the role of an external driver after the occurrence of an extreme weather and climate event by comparing the probability that the event occurs in two counterfactual worlds. These probabilities are typically computed using ensembles of climate simulations whose simulated probabilities are known to be imperfect. The implications of using imperfect models in this context are largely unknown, limited by the number of observed extreme events in the past to conduct a robust evaluation. Using an idealized framework, this model limitation is studied by generating large number of simulations with variable reliability in simulated probability. The framework illustrates that unreliable climate simulations are prone to overestimate the attributable risk to climate change. Climate model ensembles tend to be overconfident in their representation of the climate variability which leads to systematic increase in the attributable risk to an extreme event. Our results suggest that event attribution approaches comprising of a single climate model would benefit from ensemble calibration in order to account for model inadequacies similarly as operational forecasting systems.
Introduction
Extreme weather and climate events are of general public concern due to their vast socioeconomic impacts. Understanding the causes that have led to event is crucial, particularly as studies are increasingly showing that certain extreme events are becoming more frequent under climate change [Allen, 2003 ]. While it is not possible to entirely attribute a single extreme weather and climate event to either anthropogenic or natural causes, it is possible to evaluate how the odds to experience an extreme event have changed due to the influence of an external driver [Allen, 2003; Stott and Allen, 2004] . Addressing this question has been an active area of recent research using different approaches [Pall et al., 2011; Van Oldenborgh et al., 2014; Yiou and Cattiaux, 2013; King et al., 2013; Christidis et al., 2013; Schaller et al., 2014] , commonly carried out on recent extreme weather events (e.g., extreme precipitation and flooding), which are also equally applicable to extreme climate events (e.g., hot summers season or a warming hiatus).
An event attribution statement is formed by computing the probability that an extreme event occurs in the world as we observe it and in a counterfactual natural world that excludes an external driver, e.g., the one leading to climate change. In the remainder of the study these two probabilities describe one world with all radiative forcings (P ALL ) and one with only natural forcings (P NAT ), keeping in mind that an event attribution can be carried out on other phenomena too. The probabilities are usually simulated with a climate model where atmospheric radiative forcing can be controlled. A few studies discount the external driver by detrending the observed evolution of the climate or by considering early observed periods of the last century where climate change was arguably small [Yiou and Cattiaux, 2013] . By comparing the derived probabilities (P ALL , P NAT ) one can estimate how human influence has altered the risk to observe an extreme event. This is often expressed using the fraction of attributable risk (FAR = 1 À P NAT /P ALL ) which measures how much of the event can be attributed to human influence from a probabilistic point of view.
Values of FAR are arguably uncertain given the complexity of extreme events and the intrinsic uncertainty that arises from estimating probabilities in the extreme tails of a distribution. Previous studies have so far considered uncertainty in FAR by accounting for the fact that only a limited sample of model simulations are available (using resample techniques when estimating probabilities) [e.g., Christidis et al., 2013; Bellprat et al., 2015] . Model inadequacy, the aspect that the models can be systematically erroneous in simulating probabilities of an extreme event, has so far been considered by using multimodel ensembles [ Knutti, 2015; Bellprat et al., 2015] or multimethod approaches [Schaller et al., 2014; Otto et al., 2015] . However, climate models share common deficiencies, e.g., in the description of land-surface coupling important for the variability of extreme summer temperatures [Fischer et al., 2012; Bellprat et al., 2013] or resolving small-scale convection [Ban et al., 2015] important for flooding events. Bias correction methods that correct the model variability have been proposed [Sippel et al., 2016] , yet model evaluation remains a scarce practice in current event attribution studies [Herring et al., 2015] . As a consequence, the implication of model limitations on event attribution results is poorly understood. This argument does not apply to statistical attribution approaches Yiou and Cattiaux, 2013] which are by construction bias-free.
The accuracy with which a model simulates probabilities to exceed a threshold can be measured with the notion of reliability, a common practice in weather and climate forecasting. Model reliability quantifies the agreement of simulated probabilities to exceed an event (e.g., rain > 100 mm) with the observed frequencies in the past using a model hindcast (retrospective simulation). Reliability therefore measures how accurate FAR using a specific climate model is, since FAR builds on simulated probabilities to exceed a threshold.
Although the concept of model reliability arises from weather and climate forecasting it does not measure whether a model has actual skill in predicting a certain event, which is not the aim of an event attribution. Reliability merely measures how accurate the probability to exceed a threshold is simulated. It is in this sense an integrative measure that evaluates the model variability over different time scales and statistical moments.
Estimating model reliability is difficult due to the limited length of hindcasts and available observations of past extreme events [Weisheimer and Palmer, 2014] . Since the effect of reliability on FAR is arguably statistical in nature, we propose here to study the relationship systematically in an idealized framework. The framework relies on a signal-plus-noise toymodel using Gaussian statistics described in Weigel et al. [2008] and Siegert et al. [2015] . It allows performing large numbers of simulations on generated observations for very long hindcasts. The model is here further extended to perform an event attribution on artificial observations. The first part of the study presents the statistical model, how it simulates worlds with and without climate change and how model reliability varies with model error. In a second step, an attribution exercise is carried out on sets of extreme events where the system is forced to have different levels of model reliability.
Synthetic Hindcasts With and Without Climate Change

Generating Synthetic Hindcasts
The statistical toy model is presented in Weigel et al. [2008] and is here extended to include a long-term component. The model mimics the main aspects of a climate hindcast: a predictable component of an observable, a model error, a perturbation that generates an ensemble, and a long-term trend.
The hindcast is constructed to simulate an observed time series (x t ) with length (T) by sampling Gaussian variability x ′ t ð Þ with unit standard deviation and zero mean, superimposed on a linear trend (st) with zero intercept,
where t defines the time step for the hindcast period T and s is the slope of the linear trend, similarly to Rahmstorf and Coumou [2011] . Based on the generated observations, a synthetic hindcast (y t ) can be specified,
where α represents the predictable fraction of the observed anomaly x ′ t À Á and β the standard deviation of the model error (ε β ). The predictability is kept low (α = 0.1) throughout the study to mimic skill in hindcasts that for instance are forced by observed sea surface temperatures [Pall et al., 2011; King et al., 2013; Christidis et al., 2013; Schaller et al., 2014] , yet the presented results will be independent of the level of predictability. The model has a zero-mean bias but has an error component conditional to a certain point in time. The individual hindcast members are generated with an ensemble spread (σ M ) such that the total variability of the hindcast
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is equal to the total variability of the observations. The linear trend of the model is assumed to be perfectly simulated, an assumption that is not fulfilled in current models at a regional scale [van Oldenborgh et al., 2013] . However, for simplicity we continue by defining only one source of model error while keeping in mind that climate models are unreliable not only because of their inadequacy to simulate short-term variability but also due to an erroneous long-term response to an external forcing [van Oldenborgh et al., 2013] .
The consideration of the linear trend allows to emulate a hindcast with climate change (hereafter, y ant ) including a nonstationarity term analogous to, e.g., increasing temperatures or monotonic changes in precipitation extremes. Consequently, a hindcast with the same model error but with no trend (y nat ) describes a counterfactual (counterfactual in the sense that it shares the same interannual variability) world without climate change. An example of a pair of these hindcasts is given in Figure 1 for a typical hindcast length of T = 30 years. The hindcast considers 15 ensemble members, which is typical ensemble size in climate hindcasts used to evaluate the model system for different conditions in the past [Christidis et al., 2013] . An event attribution is consequently performed on a single artificially generated event with an ensemble size of 10,000 members. A large ensemble is required to accurately estimate probabilities of a rare event. The idealized model is not designed to detect and attribute a long-term trend [Hegerl and Zwiers, 2011] but to assess how the probability of an single extreme event differs in model with external forcing (the one with the linear trend) from the one without.
Variation of Model Reliability
In a first step, we explore how model error reflects on the model reliability in the simple model. A common way to illustrate the model reliability is using a reliability diagram as shown in Figure 2a . The diagram shows the binned simulated probabilities and corresponding observed frequencies of having an observation above the upper tercile with respect to the climatology. A system is perfectly reliable when the simulated probabilities match the observed frequencies, i.e., when the points lie on the diagonal (black line).
The example shows that the system chosen is too confident, simulating the occurrence of upper tercile events too often. This apparent deviation from the diagonal can be measured in different ways. A traditional measure is the reliability component of the Brier score [Brier, 1959] , which measures the weighted squared deviations between the points and the diagonal. An alternative and more recent measure presented in Weisheimer and Palmer [2014] defines reliability by the weighted linear regression through the points. The example shows this linear regression with a dashed line and an uncertainty estimate by resampling the hindcast. One advantage of this measure is that the slope of the regression scales the reliability (R) between R = 1 for a perfect reliable hindcast, R = 0 for unreliable (overconfident) hindcast similar to other verification scores, regardless of the number of bins considered. It is important to note that ensemble overconfidence can arise from a model bias, i.e., an erroneous shift of the ensemble away from the observation or from a weak perturbation of the ensemble resulting in low ensemble spread. Both effects will lead to an ensemble that does not entail the observations.
Varying the standard deviation of the model error leads to different levels of R as shown in Figure 2b . Increasing the error reduces R until having no reliability for β = 0.99. The uncertainty of R is large as shown Figure 1 . Example of a synthetic hindcast and the corresponding observations for a period of 30 years showing the anomalies from the entire period. The hindcast show the individual members (small dots, 15 members), the ensemble mean (large dot) for a hindcast with a long-term trend emulating an external forcing due to climate change (ALL, red) and a hindcast with the same model parameters without a trend describing a world without climate change (NAT, green). The ratio of the trend (S) and the residual variability (V) is 1.5 using the model parameters β = 0.7 and 0.1.
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by the colored areas for low numbers of hindcast years but can be reduced substantially in the idealized model by considering 500 model years (blue dark area). The variation of R as a function of β is robust also when considering the reliability component of the Brier score (see Figure S1 in the supporting information) and when considering different parameter values (see Figure S2 ). The level of β is hereafter interpreted as inversely proportional to the reliability. However, we decide against fitting R as an inverse function of the model error to remain general with respect to the choice of the reliability measure.
The reader will note that perfect reliability (R = 1) is reached at a certain threshold with β larger than zero, which arises from the condition that the ensemble spread needs to sample the total model error for a model to be reliable [Slingo and Palmer, 2011] . Given the definition of the ensemble spread (equation (2)) an optimal level of β (in the sense of perfect reliable) arises that depends on the level of the predictability (see Text S1). Values of β below this level (dashed line) are therefore underconfident (R > 1), indicating that the ensemble spread is larger than the variance of the model error.
Reliability and Attribution of an Extreme Event
The model described in the previous section has the advantage that its model error can be varied. This allows to explore systematically the link between the model reliability and an event attribution. We consider for this purpose an extreme event in the observations (x EX ) that would occur given the climatology every 10 and 50 years. This artificial "extreme" event is consequently simulated with the model including a linear trend (world with climate change, y ant ) and one without a trend (world without climate change, y nat ). We assume here that the predictability of the extreme event (x ′ EX ) is the same in both worlds regardless of whether climate change has occurred or not (which is equivalent to assuming that climate change does not affect the predictability of extremes beyond the conditioning provided by the trend) and assume also that the model error conditional to this event is the same in both hindcasts.
Using the two hindcasts, we can compare the probability of the event in the two worlds by computing the cumulative probability that P NAT = Prob(F NAT > x EX ) and P NAT = Prob(F NAT > x EX ). The reader will note that the threshold is the same in both cases. The change in the probability is expressed as
Values of FAR > 0 denote that the event has become more likely due to climate change. We consider here only examples where FAR is positive, the same arguments are though valid for negative values of FAR. The Figure 2a as a function of the standard deviation of the model error (β). The black line shows the median estimate by repeating the hindcasts 1000 times with different number of hindcast length (30, 100, and 500 years). Increasing length reduces the uncertainty in reliability as shown by the width of the colored areas. The ensemble size is chosen to be 1000 to avoid a systematic underestimation of the ensemble spread [Ferro, 2013] .
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values of FAR for the two events and for different levels of model error (and hence model reliabilities) are shown in Figure 3 as a median value and an uncertainty estimate using 10,000 ensemble members and repeating the attribution 1000 times. The values of FAR are shown for different ratios of the external signal (S = sT, the total change due to the trend) and the level of natural variability (V, residual variability from the trend). Values of FAR increase with increasing model error, i.e., low reliability. The increase is particularly strong when the S/V ratio is small, relevant for events occurring at small scales [Sippel and Otto, 2014; Schaller et al., 2014] . Along with the systematic increase of FAR the uncertainty of FAR (green shade) increases, taking any value between 0 and 1 for low model reliability.
In order to explain the systematic increase in FAR we select one illustrative example (Figure 4 ) for the one in 50 years event using a configuration of high reliability and low reliability, respectively. The hindcasts (y ANT , y NAT ) are shown as two distributions, separated mainly by the external signal (S). The unreliable hindcast has a too narrow (also referred as overconfident) ensemble spread. This is the typical condition of unreliability in current generation of climate models [Weisheimer and Palmer, 2014] . The overconfident ensemble underestimates the probabilities that the event will occur, both in the actual and counterfactual hindcast. Values of FAR increase because P NAT decreases at a higher pace than P ANT with lower ensemble spread. This result can be extended to other types of distributions with heavier tails such as a generalized extreme value distribution (GEV; see Figure S2a ). We also find that the result is robust when 
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considering increased variability in the climate change world as could be expected for temperature [Schär et al., 2004, Figure S3b] and when attributing a model quantile instead of an observed (fixed) threshold ( Figure S3c ).
To demonstrate the relevance of the result in practice, we show how reliability affects FAR in a physical climate model ensemble developed under the EUropean Climate and weather Events: Interpretation and Attribution (EUCLEIA) project (http://eucleia.eu) to establish an event attribution prototype [Christidis et al., 2013] .
Reliability cannot be varied in a such physical model ensemble for a given region and type of events, yet the reliability can be corrected. Ensemble calibration, a common practice in weather and climate forecasting [Doblas-Reyes et al., 2005] , is one way to achieve this. Using a technique known as ensemble inflation [von Storch, 1999] , the model ensemble variability is corrected to achieve high reliability (shown for a seasonal temperature example in Figure S4 ). The attributable risk of an extreme event that would occur once in 30 years at each grid point [Fischer and Knutti, 2015] is consequently computed using the raw and calibrated model output.
Values of FAR systematically decrease over many regions in the globe after the calibration (Fig. S5) , which confirms the obtained result in the toy model framework. Note that the change in FAR is substantial in the example (up to À0.8 FAR) which illustrations the relevance of reliability in event attribution studies.
Discussion and Conclusions
Current generation of climate models imperfectly simulate extreme events due to limitations of model resolution and erroneous representation relevant physical mechanisms. Its implication when attributing an extreme event is largely unknown, a gap which is here filled by relying on the notion of model reliability. Model reliability measures how accurate a model ensemble simulates the probability of an extreme event and thus quantifies the model uncertainty of the fraction attributable risk (FAR). Using an idealized model framework, we find that unreliable models are prone to overestimate FAR due to overconfident ensemble spread, a common and well-known deficit of current climate model systems [Slingo and Palmer, 2011] . This result is valid for other types of distributions and independent whether the model is conditioned (e.g., with fixed SSTs) on the event. Note that ensemble overconfidence is a consequence of weak perturbation of model physics to generate an ensemble and due to model bias; both arguments are interchangeable.
The study suggests that event attribution approaches using single climate model would benefit from ensemble calibration [Doblas-Reyes et al., 2005] and other bias correction approaches [Sippel et al., 2016] in order to avoid systematic overestimation of FAR. Calibration ensures that the model ensemble variability at different temporal scales follows the one observed, including the variability arising from a long-term trend (the response to an external forcing). These trends are known to be deficient in current models on regional scales [Van Oldenborgh et al., 2013] , and although the implication of incorrect trends has not been explored in this study, we illustrate that ensemble calibration is also an elegant solution to that particular problem. Model calibration could hence become a standard in event attribution studies in order to consider model limitations.
However, statistical correction of model ensembles remains a challenge due to the small number of observed extreme events. Ensemble calibration and bias correction approaches are therefore uncertain by itself, and its uncertainty should be propagated onto the estimate of FAR as well (as proposed in the supporting information). The consideration of physical constraints of how biases evolve [e.g., Bellprat et al., 2013] in bias correction methods may further aid to overcome the sample limit when correcting climate model extremes as recently proposed in Sippel et al. [2016] . Ultimately, the conclusion that can be drawn from this study is that climate models tend to overestimate attribution results and that future studies should increasingly consider model correction approaches in order to account for model uncertainties.
